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Abstract

Performance evaluation of large distributed systems plays a pivotal role in the
design of Internet of Things (IoT) applications, or Big Data analysis, where
high scalability and low response times are required. However, this perfor-
mance assessment requires models, methodologies and tools tailored for this
type of systems. Product-form queueing networks have been widely adopted for
the analysis of sequential computations thanks to the availability of efficient al-
gorithms for the computation of the average performance indices. However, this
formalism has strong limitations since it does not allow one to model fork-join
constructs or batches of jobs. Product-form stochastic Petri nets partially over-
come these limitations but, on the other hand, general algorithms for the com-
putation of the expected performance indices are not known or require strong
assumptions on the model structure. In this paper, we define a new algorithm
for the analysis of product-form stochastic Petri nets which works under much
less restrictive assumptions than those previously proposed. The idea is that,
in many cases, the entire state space of the model can be stored in memory
thanks to multi-valued decision diagrams and the computation of the net’s per-
formance indices can take advantage of the tree structure that characterises this
representation. Finally, we present a case study and several examples that will
be used to study the performance of the algorithm for realistic scenarios.

1. Introduction

Performance evaluation of large distributed systems is a challenging research
topic that has attracted much attention over the last decades. In many practical
cases, benchmarking the systems is too complicated and simulations may be
time expensive and inappropriate for studies that must compare many possible
configurations with the aim of choosing the best according to a certain metric.
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Analytical models, despite their strong assumptions, have shown to be a viable
route to understand and tune the system’s performance at the early stages of
its development (see, e.g., [1]).

Many works rely on queueing systems to study distributed architectures
(see, e.g., [2, 3] for some recent references) but due to their very abstract level
of representation of resource contention, Markovian queueing networks (QNs)
find a wider application (see, e.g., [4, 5, 6]). Under mild conditions, Markovian
queueing networks admit a product-form solution, i.e., the expression of the
stationary distribution can be derived without resorting to the explicit solution
of the Markov chain underlying the model. However, product-forms do not im-
mediately imply the analytical tractability of the models. Indeed, for queueing
networks several algorithms have been defined for the computation of the aver-
age performance indices in an efficient and numerically stable way (see [7] for a
survey of the classical algorithms and [8] for a recent application). The draw-
back of this formalism consists in its limitations: aside from the assumptions
on the distributions of service times and on the scheduling disciplines, product-
form queueing networks are not able to model fork-join constructs nor batches
of jobs or resources. Clearly, in distributed systems, this is a serious limitation.
For example, in MapReduce based computations, the Map and Reduce phases
correspond to fork and join constructs, respectively.

One of the most important formalisms that overcome the limitations of
QN are the stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) [9, 10, 11]. They are widely used
for modeling and performance evaluation of computer systems, computer net-
works, telecommunication systems as well as in bioinformatics where they are
employed in modeling of various biological and biochemical processes. Like
QNs [7], their underlying stochastic process is a continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC). Also like QNs, in practical use, SPNs suffer from the problem of state
space explosion which consists in an exponential, in model size, growth of the
number of distinct states of the underlying CTMC. This limits the scope of
performance evaluation methods to models for which the underlying CTMC is
small enough to be solved (i.e., to compute its transient or stationary probabil-
ity distribution), or has a special structure. Because of these difficulties with
solving models with large state spaces, a wide range of approximation methods
and special solution methods for models with special structure or characteristics
have been developed.

Product-form models, firstly identified for QNs [12, 13], have been studied
for SPNs [14, 15, 16, 17] and other modeling formalisms; for a model in this
class, the stationary probability distribution can be obtained in the form of a
product over model components. State probabilities for these models are usually
obtained in an unnormalised form (formally, a measure over the state space of
the process is obtained), requiring the computation of the normalising constant
which can be computed directly as a sum of unnormalised probabilities over
the state space of the underlying CTMC or using more efficient convolution
algorithms [18, 19]. The normalisation phase is crucial for determining most of
the performance indices of the model.

The stationary analysis of product-form models is greatly simplified in com-
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parison to other models and more complex models with larger state spaces can
be efficiently analysed. However, the convolution algorithm for SPNs requires
a special structure of the reachability set and can only be applied to the class
of S-invariant reachable SPNs. Furthermore, at the current state of the art, it
is not known how to automatically check the membership of this class without
generating the reachability set, and the convolution is less efficient than in the
case of QNs due to the need to solve a large number of systems of linear Dio-
phantine equations. The S-invariant reachability restriction severely limits the
utility of the convolution algorithm.

Multi-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) [20], data structures that encode
discrete functions of discrete variables, have been used with great success in
generation and storage of very large state spaces for bounded SPN models [21,
22]. In the present work, we use MDDs that encode state spaces of product-
form models in order to efficiently compute the normalising constant for models
with finite state spaces. We also propose related methods for the computation
of performance measures of product-form SPNs with finite reachability sets.
While we need to generate the reachability set of the SPN, we do not require S-
invariant reachability and the proposed algorithm can thus be applied to general
SPNs. Also, in contrast to convolution, we do not need to solve systems of
Diophantine equations. Hence, the performance of the proposed algorithm on
S-invariant reachable SPNs is thus much better than the convolution algorithm
if reachability set generation is not taken into account, while being comparable
otherwise.

The paper is laid out as follows. First, in Section 2, we propose a review of
the literature on this topic. In Section 3, we introduce SPNs and product-forms.
Section 4 introduces some notation for state spaces of the models handled in
the paper, and defines MDDs. Based on these definitions, we introduce a novel
recursive algorithm for computation of the normalising constant for general
product-form models. In particular, the algorithm can be applied to SPNs.
Section 5 compares the proposed algorithm to the convolution algorithm for a
class of product-form SPNs [19] and proposes methods for performance evalu-
ation, comparing them to the mean value algorithm (MVA) [23]. In Section 6
we report results of computational experiments on SPNs in which we test per-
formance of the proposed algorithm and compare it to the performance of the
SPN convolution algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. Appendix
A contains the proofs of statements from the main part of the paper. While our
main contributions are directed to the case of SPNs, for the sake of clarity we
include in Appendix B a comparison with the convolution algorithm for a class
of product-form QNs [18], which can be considered as a special case of what we
propose here. The point of the latter appendix is not to compare the proposed
algorithm with the convolution algorithm on QNs, but to drive the intuition of
the reader who is expert on the queueing network analysis.
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2. Related work

In this section, we review the literature on the solution of SPNs and the
theoretical frameworks used for the definition of our algorithm. We leave the
discussion on the applications of product-form SPNs for the performance eval-
uation of distributed systems to Section 3, where the reader will have a clearer
view of their potential.

In [24, 25] decision diagrams have been used for the analysis of SPNs. How-
ever, unlike in the present paper, 1) these approaches rely on encoding, us-
ing decision diagrams, the transition rate matrix of the CTMC underlying the
SPN, in addition to encoding the state space, and 2) the approaches are based
on iterative computation of successively better approximations of the station-
ary probabilities, based on solving certain aggregate CTMCs obtained from the
structure of the decision diagrams encoding the state space of the SPN under
consideration. While for product-form SPNs they do not require knowledge of
the product-form formula, these approaches are very different from the present
one, and are bound to scale much worse due to the need to encode the transition
rate matrix and solve the aggregated CTMCs.

Similarly, there are several tools, such as PRISM [26], for analysis of SPNs
which implement symbolic methods based on decision diagrams. However, to
the best of our knowledge, none of these tools take advantage of the product-
form property of SPNs.

In the domain of queueing networks, several papers have been presented
that address the problem of computing the normalising constant for product-
form models. This demonstrates the importance that this topic has for the
modelling community. In [27], Casale reformulates the problem of computing
the normalising constant for closed queueing networks as the computation of
an integral. To this aim, a revision of the cubature rules for average size mod-
els and a Monte Carlo sampling for larger ones are proposed. This technique
cannot be applied for general product-form SPNs because of the complexity of
computing the reachability set. The same author, in earlier work [28] proposed
the application of the method of moments for solving closed queueing networks
in product-form.

The exact or approximate analysis of timed Petri nets is still a very active re-
search area both for non-Markovian [29] and Markovian [30, 31] models. While
we leave the deep review of existing results on product-form SPNs to Section 3.2,
we mention here the approach proposed in [30] which refines the basic fluidisa-
tion approaches previously introduced in the literature to tackle the state space
explosion problem. Specifically, the authors study the conditions under which
a hybrid model obtained by a partial relaxation of the original Markov model
can provide accurate estimates of state probabilities. A completely different
approach is used in [32] where the author derives a set of structural inequalities
and equalities from the SPN that allow for the computation of bounds on the
net performance indices by solving a linear programming problem.
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3. Stochastic Petri nets

In this section, we introduce stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) [9, 10, 11] and
review their main properties. Then, we introduce a model of a distributed
computation that will serve as the running example.

3.1. Stochastic Petri nets

Definition 3.1. Stochastic Petri net. An SPN is a 6-tuple pP, T , I, O,W,m0q,
where P “ tP1, . . . , Pnu is a nonempty set of n places, T “ tT1, . . . , Tmu is a
nonempty set of m transitions, I,O : T Ñ Nn are functions that define input
and output vectors of the transitions, W : Nn ˆ T Ñ Rą0 is a function that
defines (possibly state-dependent) transition firing rates, and m0 P Nn is an
initial marking of the net.

A marking of an SPN is a vector m “ pm1, . . . ,mnq P Nn that associates
numbers m1, . . . ,mn of tokens with the places P1, . . . , Pn. A transition Ti P T
is enabled to fire in a marking m P Nn if m ´ IpTiq ě 0, i.e., all components
of the vector on the left-hand side are nonnegative. In an untimed Petri net,
the marking process evolves by choosing in a non-deterministic manner one of
the enabled transitions and firing it. When an enabled transition Ti fires, the
marking m is transformed to the marking m ´ IpTiq ` OpTiq. The enabling
degree eipmq of a transition Ti in a marking m is the number of times that the
transition Ti can fire in a row without firing any other transitions, and is equal
to eipmq “ maxtk P N : m ´ kIpTiq ě 0u. A transition Ti that is enabled in
a marking m is singly enabled in the marking m if eipmq “ 1, and multiply
enabled if eipmq ą 1.

The marking process of the SPN evolves from the initial marking m0 by the
firing of enabled transitions. The set of all markings that are reachable by firing
some sequence of (enabled) transitions from the initial marking m0 is called the
reachability set of the SPN and denoted with S. In this paper it is assumed
that the reachability set is finite, which is equivalent to the assumption that
there exists a vector of place marking bounds B P Nn that is larger than any
reachable marking: m ď B,@m P S.

An S-invariant or place invariant of an SPN is a row-vector U “ pU1, . . . , Unq P
Nn such that Um0 “ Um for all reachable markings m P S. The product Um
can be considered as a weighted sum of the numbers of tokens in places for which
the corresponding elements of U are nonzero; existence of an S-invariant thus
signifies that the total (weighted) number of tokens in these places is conserved
during execution of the SPN. The set of places for which the corresponding el-
ements of an S-invariant U are nonzero is called the support of the S-invariant
U . We define the partial order ď on the set of all S-invariants of an SPN in
the following manner: for two S-invariants U and U 1, U ď U 1 if and only if
Uk ď U 1k for all k P t1, . . . , nu. If an invariant U 1) has a minimal support
(in the sense that there is no S-invariant whose support is a proper subset of
the support of U), and 2) U is a minimal (with respect to the partial order ď)
S-invariant (in the sense that there is no S-invariant U 1 such that U 1 ď U and
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U 1k ă Uk for some index k), then it is called a minimal support S-invariant. For
an arbitrary SPN, the set of minimal support S-invariants is finite and forms a
basis of all its S-invariants.

So far, timed behaviour has not been considered. In the present paper, it
is assumed that the firing delays of singly enabled transitions are exponentially
distributed with rates defined by the function W . Various firing semantics for
multiply enabled transitions can be defined, two common examples are:

• single server (SS) semantics, where the firing delay of an enabled tran-
sition Ti in marking m is exponentially distributed with rate that is in-
dependent of the enabling degree (we write W pm, Tiq = W pTiq, for all
m P S); Ti can be considered to be processing only a single enabling set
of tokens with the rate W pTiq,

• infinite server (IS) semantics, where the firing delay of an enabled transi-
tion Ti in marking m is exponentially distributed with rate that depends
linearly on the enabling degree (we write W pm, Tiq “ eipmqW pTiq, for all
m P S); in this case Ti can be considered to be processing in parallel each
of the eipmq enabling sets of tokens with rates equal to W pTiq.

The resulting stochastic process underlying the SPN is isomorphic to a contin-
uous time Markov chain (CTMC) with the state space equal to the reachability
set S and the transition rates given by the above firing delays [9]. In the fol-
lowing, P peq denotes the stationary probability, for this CTMC, of an event e.
Some common stationary performance measures of interest are:

• average number npPjq of tokens in a place Pj , npPjq “
řBj

k“1 kP pmj “ kq
where Bj is the bound on the number of tokens in Pj ;

• utilization upPjq of a place Pj (the probability that the place Pj is nonempty),
upPjq “ 1´ P pmj “ 0q;

• utilization upTjq of a transition Tj (the probability that Tj is enabled),
upTjq “ P pej ě 1q;

• throughput xpTjq of a transition Tj (the average number of firings of Tj

in a unit of time), xpTjq “
řEj

k“1 kW pTjqP pej “ kq, where Ej “ min1ďiďn

ttBi{IipTjqu : IipTjq ą 0u is an upper bound on the maximum enabling
degree of the transition Tj ;

• throughput xpPjq of a place Pj (the average number of tokens that is
removed from Pj in a unit of time), xpPjq “

ř

TPT IjpT qxpT q.

3.2. Product-form SPNs

It is assumed throughout the paper that the model under consideration is
decomposed into K submodels. The state space of the model is assumed to
be finite, and (also finite) local state spaces of the submodels are denoted by
S1, . . . ,SK . Each local state space Sk, of cardinality nk P N, is identified with
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the set t0, 1, . . . , nk ´ 1u. The cartesian product SK ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S1 of local state
spaces is denoted by Ŝ and called the potential state space and the state space
of the model is denoted by S; note that S Ď Ŝ. We order the local state spaces
in the above product from K to 1 to correspond with the usual numbering of
MDD levels (introduced later in the paper). A state of the model is denoted by
a K-tuple of integers psK , . . . , s1q P S, where sk P Sk is the local state of the
submodel k.

In the rest of the paper, we consider models with product-form equilibrium
state probability distributions. Such models are defined by their stationary state
probabilities being products over submodels of the probabilities of submodels’
states, i.e. for an arbitrary state s “ psK , . . . , s1q P S,

P psq “
1

G

K
ź

k“1

gkpskq (1)

where P psq is the stationary probability of the state s, G is a normalising
constant needed for the probabilities to sum to 1,

G “
ÿ

sPS

K
ź

k“1

gkpskq (2)

and gk : Sk Ñ Rě0, k “ 1, . . . ,K are functions defining (not necessarily nor-
malised) probabilities of local states of the submodels, with Sk being the set of
all possible local states.

It is out of the scope of this paper to review the conditions under which
an SPN is in product-form, since this would require us to address many cases
and possibilities. However, we think it is important to remark that product-
form SPNs are quite expressive and include, but strictly extend, the well-known
formalisms of Jackson and Gordon-Newell queueing networks. Product-form
SPNs can model instantaneous signal propagation as shown in [33], fork-join
constructs [34] (including RAID systems, MapReduce), database conflicts [35].
Similar results are being studied for the transmission redundancy, showing that
product-form solution makes the analysis of complex systems feasible [36, 37, 38]

Testing the sufficient conditions for product-forms in SPNs is efficient, and
can be done in polynomial time in the number of places and transitions. Simi-
larly, the computation of the functions gk of Equation (1) is very efficient, while
obtaining the expression for G is, in general, quite difficult. The brute-force
approach induced by Equation (2) is time-expensive and numerically unstable,
but, without the value of G, very few considerations can be drawn by the model
analysis. The algorithm proposed in this paper provides an efficient computa-
tion of the normalising constant G for general product-form SPNs.

3.3. Running example

We consider a system in which computational resources (machines) are used
to process two types of jobs, as shown in Figure 1, where we use the standard
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P1: machines undergoing maintenance

P2: machines idle

P3: jobs type 1 thinking/waiting

P4: jobs type 2 thinking/waiting

P5: preprocessing jobs type 2

P6: processing jobs type 1

P7: processing jobs type 2

P8: processing jobs type 2

Figure 1: Case study SPN

graphical representation of Petri nets in the form of a directed graph in which
circles represent places, numbers in the circles represent tokens (in the figure,
the number m1 of tokens in place P1 is 0, while the number m2 of tokens in
place P2 is 300), bars represent transitions, and edges represent the input and
output vectors of the transitions (for details, see [11, Section II]). In this SPN,
tokens in place P2 represent idle machines, which may either enter and exit
maintenance in batches of 10 machines (transitions T2 and T1), or may start
to process jobs (transitions T3 and T5). Places P3 and P4 represent jobs of
the two types waiting for the use of the computational resources in the place
P2. Processing of the jobs of type 1 requires a single machine and consists of a
single processing phase (transition T4), while processing of the jobs of type 2
requires two machines and consists of two phases; the first phase is represented
by transitions T6 and T8, and the second phase by T7 and T9.

The firing delays of all transitions are negative-exponentially distributed,
with rates as shown in the Figure 1. Rates of transitions T1 and T2 depend
on the initial marking m0,2 of place P2 and model the average maintenance
frequency 1

10000s and maintenance rate 1
2000s for a batch of machines, while rates

of the rest of the transitions are marking-dependent as shown in the figure—for
example, the rate of transition T4 is equal to m6

1
0.5s , modelling the parallel

processing of jobs in P6 with the average processing rate per job of λ6 “
1

0.5s .
Following the approach described in [19], we define the marking-dependent

transition rates for transitions T1, . . . , T9 with

ripmq “
ψpm´ IpTiqqλi

φpmq
, ψpmq “ φpmq “

#

0 if mj ď 0 for some j
ś8
j“3

1
mj !

otherwise

(here we define λ1 “ m0,2
1

2000s and λ2 “ m0,2
1

10000s ) in order to obtain the
marking-dependent rates as shown in Fig. 1, and we obtain the following invari-
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ant measure for the markings m P S:

πpmq “

˜

8
ź

j“3

1

mj !

¸

ˆ

λ2
λ1

˙m1
ˆ

λ4
λ3

˙m3
ˆ

λ6 ` λ8
λ5

˙m4
ˆ

λ6
λ7

˙m7
ˆ

λ8
λ9

˙m8

. (3)

The term πpmq P R is the unnormalised stationary probability of an arbi-
trary marking m P RS: there exists a normalising constant G P R such that
the steady-state probabilities of the markings are given by P pmq “ 1

Gπpmq.
This formula for P pmq is a product form over the places of the SPN. The
normalising constant is equal to the sum of the unnormalised probabilities,
G “

ř

mPRS πpmq.

4. Algorithm MDD-rec

As explained in Section 3, the main problem in the analysis of product-form
models is efficient computation of the normalising constant G. In this section,
we introduce a novel recursive algorithm, named MDD-rec, for its computation.
MDD-rec computes the normalising constant by walking over nodes of a multi-
valued decision diagram (MDD) that encodes the state space S of the model.
Generation of this MDD is out of the scope of this paper (for further details
see [39]) and it is assumed that the MDD encoding of S is taken as an input to
the algorithm.

4.1. Multi-valued decision diagrams

The state space S of a model that is decomposed into K submodels as above,
can be encoded using an MDD [20].

Definition 4.1. Multi-valued decision diagram. Let K P Ną0 be a nonzero
natural number, and let Sk “ t0, 1, . . . , nk ´ 1u, nk P Ną0, k “ 1, . . . ,K be
nonempty sets. A multi-valued decision diagram over SKˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆS1 is a directed
acyclic multi-graph with labelled arcs, and nodes organized in K`1 levels. The
nodes on levels 1, . . . ,K are called non-terminal nodes while the nodes on level
0 are called terminal nodes. A node in the MDD is denoted by xk.py, where k P
t0, . . . ,Ku is the level of the node, and p is the unique node index in level k. For
each non-terminal node xk.py, there are exactly nk outgoing directed arcs labeled
with 0, 1, . . . , nk ´ 1 with the same source node xk.py and destination nodes in
level k ´ 1. These destination nodes are denoted by xk.pyr0s, . . . , xk.pyrnk ´ 1s;
for example xk.pyrjs “ xpk ´ 1q.qy means that there is an arc labelled with j
from node xk.py to node xpk´1q.qy. Readers familiar with MDDs will recognize
that here MDDs are assumed to be ordered (i.e., their arcs are allowed to point
only to nodes in the neighbouring lower level). It is assumed that level K
contains only a single root node xK.ry, and that there are no duplicate nodes;
two nodes xk.py and xl.qy are duplicate if they are on the same level (k “ l) and
all their corresponding arcs point to the same nodes (xk.pyrjs “ xl.qyrjs, @j P
t0, 1, . . . , nk ´ 1u). MDDs satisfying this requirement are said to be quasi-
reduced. Level 0 contains exactly two (terminal) nodes, denoted by x0.0y and
x0.1y, that have no outgoing arcs.
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x3.1y
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x2.1y

0 1

x2.2y

0 1

x2.3y

0 1

x1.1y

0 1 2 3

x1.2y

0 1 2 3

x0.0y x0.1y

K “ 3

S3 “ t0, 1, 2u
S2 “ t0, 1u
S1 “ t0, 1, 2, 3u

S “ t112, 113, 202, 203, 212, 213u

x3.1yr1s “ x2.2y

x3.1yr113s “ x2.2yr13s “ x1.2yr3s “ x0.1y

Bpx2.3yq “ t02, 03, 12, 13u

Figure 2: Example of a decision diagram. Arc labels are indicated in the bottom halves of the
decision diagram nodes. In an implementation, nodes with gray background do not need to
be stored and remaining arcs whose labels have gray backgrounds can be redirected to point
directly to node x0.0y.

Figure 2 contains an example of a decision diagram with 4 levels. In this
paper, levels 1, . . . ,K of a decision diagram correspond to the submodels, and
labels of arcs exiting level k correspond to local states of the submodel k. De-
cision diagrams are used to encode state spaces of models. We introduce the
notion of the set of substates encoded by an MDD node.

Definition 4.2. Notation ¨r¨s for nodes. For a node xk.py in an MDD and for
a sequence of integers s “ psk, . . . , slq P Sk ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sl, k ě l, node xk.pyrss is
defined as the unique node that is reached from node xk.py by following arcs
labeled with the elements from s, and is given recursively with:

xk.pyrss “

"

xk.pyrsks if s “ pskq is a singleton,
xpk ´ 1q.qyrts if s “ pskqt and xk.pyrsks “ xpk ´ 1q.qy.

Here pskqt denotes the sequence obtained by concatenation of two sequences
pskq and t. Sequence s is also called substate, or, if k “ K and l “ 1, state.

Definition 4.3. Set of substates encoded by a node. For a node xk.py in an
MDD, the set Bpxk.pyq of substates encoded by the node xk.py is defined as

Bpxk.pyq “ ts P Sk ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S1 : xk.pyrss “ x0.1yu.

It is said that an MDD with root xK.ry encodes a state space S Ď SK ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆS1
if the set of states encoded by the root node is equal to S:

BpxK.ryq “ S.

From the above definitions, it is easy to see that for a potential state
s “ psK , . . . , s1q P Ŝ, xK.ryrss is equal to one of the terminal nodes, x0.0y
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or x0.1y. If the terminal nodes x0.0y and x0.1y are identified with numbers 0
and 1, respectively, the MDD that encodes a state space S Ď Ŝ can be seen to
encode the characteristic function 1S : Ŝ Ñ t0, 1u of the set S.

An important property of ordered quasi-reduced MDDs is that they are a
canonical representation of the functions Ŝ Ñ t0, 1u; two functions f, g : Ŝ Ñ
t0, 1u are equal if and only if the ordered quasi-reduced MDDs encoding f and
g are isomorphic. A useful consequence of canonicity is that two non-terminal
nodes xk.py, xl.qy encode the same set if and only if k “ l and p “ q, that is if
they are the same node—otherwise, it can be shown that xk.py and xk.qy are
either duplicate nodes or that there exist duplicate nodes in one of the lower
levels k ´ 1, . . . , 1, violating the quasi-reduced property from the definition of
the MDD.

In the implementation of decision diagrams, nodes of the decision diagram
from which all paths lead to node x0.0y do not need to be stored, since they
can be deduced from the rest of the decision diagram. In the rest of the pa-
per, it is assumed that nodes with this property are omitted from the decision
diagrams and that the remaining arcs that would point to such nodes point
directly to node x0.0y (these nodes and arcs are depicted in Figure 2 with gray
backgrounds). Then the following holds for all remaining non-terminal nodes:

@xk.py,@sk P Sk, Bpxk.pyrsksq “ H ðñ xk.pyrsks “ x0.0y.

4.2. Algorithm MDD-rec

We are now in position to introduce our main contribution. The algorithm
MDD-rec strongly relies on the following definition.

Definition 4.4. Unnormalised mass of an MDD node. Let D be the MDD
encoding of the state space S and let functions gk be as defined in Sec. 3.2. We
define a function M on the nodes of D, M : nodespDq Ñ Rě0, as follows. For
an arbitrary node xl.py, its unnormalised mass Mpxl.pyq is defined as

Mpxl.pyq “

$

’

&

’

%

ÿ

sPBpxl.pyq

l
ź

k“1

gkpskq if l ą 0,

p otherwise.

Henceforth, for readability, we use simply mass in place of unnormalised mass.

The mass of a node xl.py can be thought of as a partially computed normalis-
ing constant, obtained by restricting the sum in (2) to the substates s P Bpxl.pyq,
and restricting the product to k P t1, . . . , lu.

From the definitions of M , B and G it can be easily seen that the mass of
the root node xK.ry of D is equal to the normalising constant G:

MpxK.ryq “
ÿ

sPBpxK.ryq

K
ź

k“1

gkpskq “
ÿ

sPS

K
ź

k“1

gkpskq “ G.
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Thus, computing G can be performed by computing the mass of the root node
of D. The rest of this section is concerned with efficient computation of the
mass MpxK.ryq.

In general, mass Mpxl.pyq of an arbitrary non-terminal node can be obtained
as a weighted sum of masses of its neighbouring nodes in the level l ´ 1:

Mpxl.pyq “
ÿ

sPBpxl.pyq

l
ź

k“1

gkpskq “
ÿ

slPSl

tPBpxl.pyrslsq

glpslq
l´1
ź

k“1

gkptkq “

“
ÿ

slPSl

glpslq
ÿ

tPBpxl.pyrslsq

l´1
ź

k“1

gkptkq “
ÿ

slPSl

glpslqMpxl.pyrslsq,

yielding the recurrence relation

Mpxl.pyq “
ÿ

slPSl

glpslqMpxl.pyrslsq. (4)

This recurrence relation leads to a recursive algorithm for computation of the
mass MpxK.ryq. The algorithm recursively walks over the nodes of the MDD
encoding the set S, computing masses of MDD nodes and caching them in node
labels, as depicted in Algorithm 1. The computation of the normalising constant
G is performed by invoking MDD-rec(xK.ry, D, NONE, g1, . . . , gK) on the root
note xK.ry of the MDD D encoding the state space S of the model, with labeling
function L set to sentinel value NONE for all nodes, L ” NONE.

Algorithm 1: MDD-recpxl.py, D, L, g1, . . . , gKq

Data:
node xl.py of the MDD D
MDD D encoding set S
node labels L : nodespDq Ñ Rě0 Y tNONEu
functions gk : Sk Ñ Rě0, k “ 1, . . . ,K defining the product-form

Result: mass Mpxl.pyq, modified node labels L
1 begin
2 if l “ 0 then
3 return p

4 if Lpxl.pyq “ NONE then
5 Lpxl.pyq Ð

ř

slPSl
glpslqMDD-recpxl.pyrsls, D, L, g1, . . . , gKq

6 return Lpxl.pyq

5. Algorithm comparison with convolution on product-form stocha-
stic Petri nets

One of the well-known algorithms for computation of the normalising con-
stant in product-form SPNs is the convolution algorithm presented in [19].
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However, this algorithm, in contrast with MDD-rec, is not applicable to any
product-form SPN, but only to a subclass of S-invariant reachable SPNs. In
this section, we first introduce the conditions required by S-invariant reachable
SPNs and then we compare the convolution algorithm of [19] with the proposed
algorithm MDD-rec.

5.1. Convolution algorithm for computation of normalising constant for stocha-
stic Petri nets

The convolution algorithm [19] for computation of the normalising constant
assumes a particular structure of the reachability set that allows for a recursive
decomposition. Let S be the matrix with rows comprised in all minimal support
S-invariants of an SPN (as defined in Sec. 3.1), and let V “ Sm0 be the load
vector of the SPN. The SPN is S-invariant reachable if its reachability set RS
satisfies the following condition:

@m P Nn, m P RS ðñ Sm “ V . (5)

Note that S-invariant reachability is a very strict property and that, to the
best of our knowledge, no algorithm is known which, given an SPN, checks
whether the SPN satisfies this property, without generating the state space of
the SPN. The convolution algorithm is limited to S-invariant reachable SPNs,
and in practice can be used only on SPNs for which S-invariant reachability can
be easily proved manually, or for which the reachability set can be efficiently
generated. For any subset of SPN places P 1 Ď P and any vector W P Rn, the
set EpP 1,W q Ď Nn of markings is defined by

EpP 1,W q “ tm P Nn : Sm “W and @p P PzP 1,mp “ 0u. (6)

It can be easily seen that RS “ EpP,V q. Given a set of markings EpP 1,W q,
the marking set MppP 1,W q of a place p P P is defined as

MppP 1,W q “ ti P N : Dm P EpP 1,W q such that mp “ iu. (7)

This is the set of all different markings of the place p that appear in the set of
markings EpP 1,W q.

The following Lemma appears in [40] but with a different formulation, so we
include it here for clarity.

Lemma 5.1. For any S-invariant reachable SPN pP, T , I, O,W,m0q with load
vector V “ Sm0, the following decomposition of the set EpP 1,W q holds for all
subsets P 1 Ď P, arbitrary place p P P 1 and all vectors W , 0 ďW ď V :

EpP 1,W q “
ď

iPMppP 1,W q

“

iep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq
‰

,

where the union is over mutually disjoint sets (i.e., the sets that appear in the
union on the right-hand side define a partition of the set that appears on the
left-hand side). Here ep is a vector of length n with all elements equal to zero
except the p-th element which is equal to one, and Sp is the p-th column of the
matrix S.
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The proof can be found in Appendix A.

In particular, note that the reachability set RS can be partitioned by con-
ditioning on the number of tokens in some place p P P:

RS “ EpP,V q “
ď

iPMppP,V q

riep ` EpPztpu,V ´ iSpqs ,

and all of the sets EpPztpu,V ´ iSpq, i P MppP,V q that appear on the right-
hand side can be further partitioned in the same manner. This yields a recursive
state space decomposition scheme that is analogous to the decomposition of the
state space of queueing networks considered in Appendix B, and is the basis for
the convolution algorithm for computation of the normalising constant. Note
that this decomposition exists only for a S-invariant reachable SPNs.

For product-form S-invariant reachable nets, a recurrence relation, derived
from the above decomposition of the state space, is used as the basis of the
convolution algorithm. For any nonempty subset P 1 Ď P of the set of places,
and any vector W , 0 ďW ď V , the following value is defined:

GpP 1,W q “
ÿ

mPEpP 1,W q

ź

pPP 1

gppmpq.

Obviously, for an S-invariant reachable product-form net with the set of places
P and load vector V “ Sm0, GpP,V q is equal to the normalising constant G.
From the lemma it directly follows that for a nonempty subset P 1 Ď P of the
set of places, any place p P P 1 and any vector W , 0 ď W ď V , the following
recurrence relation holds:

GpP 1,W q “
ÿ

iPMppP 1,W q

gppiqGpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq, (8)

and the boundary conditions can be derived from the definition of Gp¨, ¨q:

Gptpu,W q “
ř

iPMpptpu,W q gppiq,@p P P,@W such that 0 ďW ď V ;

GpP 1,W q “ 0,@P 1 Ď P,@W such that EpP 1,W q “ H.
(9)

The convolution algorithm is a recursive algorithm that is based on the above
recurrence relation; assuming some ordering of the set of places P, it computes
the normalising constant G “ GpP,V q by conditioning on the number of tokens
in the first place p, as in the recurrence relation (8). The values GpPztpu,V ´

iSpq needed in the computation are computed by recursively applying the same
recurrence relation, until one of the boundary conditions (9) is reached. The
convolution algorithm for SPNs has two drawbacks:

• It can only be applied to S-invariant reachable SPNs, and verification of
S-invariant reachability in general requires either generation of the reach-
ability set or a manual proof.
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• It computes the marking sets MppP 1,W q for all combinations of places p,
subsets P 1 of the set of places and vectors W that are encountered during
the recursive computation. This in general requires solving systems of
linear Diophantine equations—where solutions are sought only in the set
of integers—which is a difficult problem, limiting the performance of the
convolution algorithm.

Later in this section, we present in Proposition 5.2 a method for computing the
marking sets by determining feasibility of certain integer linear programming
problems (ILP); this is also a difficult problem (in fact, it is NP-complete [41])
but as shown in Section 6 the obtained ILPs are manageable for the tested
models.

5.2. Comparison of MDD-rec with the convolution algorithm for stochastic Petri
nets

In the following, MDDs with levels corresponding to SPN places will be used
to encode the reachability set of the SPN. Since arc labels with source nodes
in levels l P tn, . . . , 1u of the MDD are confined to sets t0, 1, . . . , klu for some
numbers kl P N, functions φl : MlpP,V q Ñ t0, . . . , |MlpP,V q|´1u, l P tn, . . . , 1u
are defined that rename SPN place markings into MDD arc labels:

φlpiq “ |tj PMlpP,V q : j ă iu|,@i PMlpP,V q.

Function φl can be seen to map marking i of place l to its ordinal number
in the set MlpP,V q of all possible markings of place l. Since by assumption
all places are bounded, these functions are well defined. For l P t1, . . . , nu,
where n is the number of SPN places as before, sets of places Pl Ď P are
defined with Pl “ tP1, . . . , Plu, and sets of renamed submarkings SφpPl,W q Ď
ś1
i“lt0, . . . , |MipP,V q| ´ 1u for a vector W P Rn are defined with

SφpPl,W q “ tpφlpmlq, . . . , φ1pm1qq : m P EpPl,W qu.

With these definitions, from Lemma 5.1 the following formulation of the re-
named state space decomposition directly follows:

@l P t1, . . . , nu,@W s.t. 0 ďW ď V ,

SφpPl,W q “
ď

iPMlpPl,W q

pφlpiqqSφpPl´1,W ´ iSlq.

Lemma 5.2. Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over the renamed potential
reachability set Ŝ “

ś1
i“nt0, . . . , |MipP,V q| ´ 1u with n levels corresponding to

Petri net places encode the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q “ tpφnpmnq, . . . ,

φ1pm1qq P Ŝ : Sm “ V u of an S-invariant reachable stochastic Petri net with
n places, load vector V “ Sm0 and matrix of minimal support S-invariants S.
Assume that a non-terminal node xl.W y on some level greater than 1, l ą 1,
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encodes the set SφpPl,W q for a subset of places Pl Ď P and some vector W ,
0 ďW ď V , that is Bpxl.W yq “ SφpPl,W q.

Then there exist nodes on level l´1 that encode sets from the family tSφpPl´1,
W ´ iSlq : i P MlpPl,W qu; denote these nodes with xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy, i P
MlpPl,W q, respectively. The destination nodes of the outgoing arcs of the node
xl.W y are:

xl.W yrφlpiqs “

"

xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy if i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.0y otherwise.

The proof can be found in Appendix A.

Proposition 5.1. Structure of an MDD encoding state space of an S-invariant
reachable SPN. Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over the renamed potential
reachability set Ŝ “

ś1
i“nt0, . . . , |MipP,V q| ´ 1u with n levels corresponding to

Petri net places encode the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q “ tpφnpmnq, . . . ,

φ1pm1qq P Ŝ : Sm “ V u of an S-invariant reachable stochastic Petri net with n
places, load vector V “ Sm0 and matrix of minimal support S-invariants S.

Then the structure of the MDD is as follows:

1. The top level n contains a single root node, denoted here with xn.V y, which
encodes the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q.

2. Levels l P tn´ 1, . . . , 1u each contain exactly the nodes which encode sets
from the family tSφpPl,U ´ iSl`1q : D node on level l ` 1 that encodes
SφpPl`1,Uq and i PMl`1pPl`1,Uqu. A node that encodes the set SφpPl,W q

from this family is denoted with xl.W y.
3. Each non-terminal node xl.W y has exactly |MlpP,V q| outgoing arcs with

destination nodes as follows. For all i PMlpP,V q,

xl.W yrφlpiqs “

$

&

%

xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy if l ą 1 and i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.1y if l “ 1 and i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.0y otherwise.

The proof can be found in Appendix A.

From the definition of the mass of MDD node from Section 4, it can be easily
seen that the following recurrence relation holds for an MDD that encodes the
state space of an S-invariant reachable SPN:

Mpxl.W yq “
ÿ

iPMlpPl,W q

glpiqMpxpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqyq.

where g1, . . . , gn are the functions from the product-form (1), as defined in
Sec. 3.2. After identification Mpxl.W yq “ GpPl,W q, it is obvious that the
above recurrence relation is equivalent to the recurrence relation (8). Further,
from the described structure of the MDD, the following boundary conditions
can be derived:

Mpx1.W yq “
ř

iPM1pP1,W q g1piq “ GpP1,W q,@W such that 0 ďW ď V ;

Mpxl.W yq “ 0 “ GpPl,W q,@l P t1, . . . , nu,@W such that EpPl,W q “ H.
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While these boundary conditions include only a subset of the boundary con-
ditions (9), they do include all boundary conditions that can be encountered
in the convolution algorithm when computing the normalising constant of an
SPN with load vector V , assuming the places in the convolution algorithm are
taken in the order Pn, Pn´1, . . . , P1. Since Mpxn.V yq “ G “ GpP,V q, it follows
that MDD-rec computes the normalising constant for an S-invariant reachable
product-form SPN with load vector V “ Sm0 and is equivalent to the convo-
lution algorithm in terms of data flow. The following paragraphs discuss the
differences between MDD-rec and the convolution algorithm.

Computation of the marking sets. An MDD encoding the reachability set of an
S-invariant reachable SPN effectively also encodes the marking sets of places
that are needed in the convolution algorithm. For example, if the node xl.W y

appears in the MDD, the marking set MlpPl,W q is encoded by the outgoing
arcs of the node xl.W y:

i PMlpPl,W q ðñ xl.W yrφpiqs ‰ x0.0y.

Thus the difficult problem of computing the marking sets is here solved by the
generation of the reachability set. In contrast, for the convolution algorithm
the marking set MlpPl,W q can be obtained by considering the feasibility of a
certain ILP, as follows.

Proposition 5.2. Computing marking sets. Let pP, T , I, O,W,m0q be an S-
invariant reachable SPN with n places and load vector V “ Sm0. Consider a
nonempty subset P 1 of places, H ‰ P 1 Ď P, place p P P 1 and vector W P Nn
such that 0 ďW ď V .

Then for every i P N, i PMppP 1,W q if and only if the ILP

maximize 0
subject to Sx “W ´ iSp

xq “ 0,@q P PzpP 1ztpuq
xq ě 0,@q P P 1ztpu
x P Zn

(10)

is feasible.

The proof can be found in Appendix A.

Therefore, the convolution algorithm can be compared to a recursive walk on
an MDD that encodes the reachability set of the SPN where, instead of simply
following arcs in the MDD, the feasibility of ILP of the form (10) is solved for
each possible marking of the considered place (up to the bound of the marking
of the place). Based on these considerations, for S-invariant reachable SPNs
with known place marking bounds, it follows that the convolution algorithm
can be used to generate an MDD encoding of its reachability set.
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Checking the S-invariant reachability condition. As mentioned before, the S-in-
variant reachability condition on SPNs is needed for the convolution algorithm
to be able to decompose the reachability set by conditioning on the number of
tokens in a place. In contrast, an MDD that encodes the reachability set of
an SPN already defines such decomposition by its very structure; the S-inva-
riant reachability condition is thus not needed for MDD-rec. Thus, for SPNs
with finite reachability sets, MDD-rec is more general than the convolution
algorithm because it can handle any product-form SPN with a finite state space,
in principle. In practice, MDD-rec can be used on the SPNs for which the MDD
encoding the reachability set can be generated in reasonable time. Furthermore,
to the best of our knowledge there is no known algorithm that can decide S-in-
variant reachability for a general SPN without generating its reachability set,
which further limits the practical scope of the convolution algorithm.

5.3. Efficient computation of the performance measures

We consider efficient computation of the performance measures defined in
Sec. 3.1. In order to compute the probabilities occuring in the definitions of the
performance measures, we change line 5 of the algorithm MDD-rec by modifying
the recurrence relation (4) as follows.

We can efficiently compute the probability P pmj “ kq that the place Pj
contains exactly k tokens as

P pmj “ kq “
1

G
Mmj“kpxK.ryq

where Mmj“k is defined by the modified recurrence relation (4) that sums only
over the markings for which mj “ k:

Mmj“kpxl.pyq :“

#

glpkqMmj“kpxl.pyrφlpkqsq if l “ j,
ř

slPSl
glpslqMmj“kpxl.pyrφlpslqsq otherwise.

The probability P pmj “ kq is used in the computation of the average number
of tokens npPjq and the place utilization upPjq.

Similarly, we can efficiently compute the probability P pej ě kq that the
transition Tj is enabled with the enabling degree equal to or larger than k as

P pej ě kq “
1

G
MejěkpxK.ryq

where Mejěk is defined by the modified recurrence relation (4) that sums only
over the markings for which ej ě k:

Mejěkpxl.pyq :“
ÿ

slPSl

slěkIlpTjq

glpslqMejěkpxl.pyrφlpslqsq.

The probability P pej “ kq that the transition Tj is enabled with enabling degree
exactly k can then be computed as P pej “ kq “ P pej ě kq´P pej ě k`1q. The
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probability P pej ě 1q is used in the computation of the transition utilization
upTjq, while P pej “ kq is used in the computation of the transition throughput
xpTjq and the place throughput xpPjq.

More complex performance measures that cannot be computed by a straight-
forward modification of MDD-rec could be computed by generating MDDs that
encode subsets of the reachability set whose probability masses are needed in
the computation of the sought performance measure. The unnormalised prob-
ability masses can then be computed by applying the (unmodified) algorithm
MDD-rec to the generated MDDs and then normalised using the normalising
constant. MDDs as a data structure support many useful set and arithmetic
operations that can be used in the generation of the needed MDDs.

MVA [23] is an algorithm for computation of the performance measures of
product-form SPNs. Compared with the methods proposed above, however,
MVA has several disadvantages: 1) like convolution, it assumes S-invariant
reachability, in general requiring manual proof of it, 2) it assumes SS firing
semantics (i.e., it only allows marking-independent transition firing rates), and
3) it computes certain measures for all vectors W such that 0 ďW ď V , where
V is the load vector of the considered SPN, which makes its performance likely
to be much worse than the algorithms proposed here which, due to equivalence
of MDD-rec and the convolution algorithm for S-invariant reachable SPNs, al-
ways perform a recursive walk over MDD nodes defined using only those vectors
that are encountered during execution of the convolution algorithm.

6. Experiments

We have implemented the proposed algorithm MDD-rec 1 for SPNs in C++,
using the Multi-terminal and Edge-valued Decision Diagram LibrarY (MED-
DLY) [42]. In our implementation, the generation of the MDD encoding of
the reachability set of the SPN is handled by an efficient saturation algo-
rithm [39] provided by MEDDLY. We have implemented the labeling function
L from the algorithm MDD-rec using the hashing-based map implementation
unordered map from the C++11 standard.

To compare the performance of MDD-rec with the convolution algorithm
for SPNs, we have also implemented the convolution algorithm in C++. First
the matrix S of minimal-support place invariants is computed using the stan-
dard algorithm [43]. Then the convolution algorithm, based on the recurrence
relation (8) (9), is executed as follows. We use the optimisation solver Gurobi
Optimizer [44] for computation of the marking sets by solving ILPs from Propo-
sition 5.2. In order to lower the number of ILPs that need to be constructed
and solved during the execution of the convolution algorithm, we implemented
two optimizations based on place invariants: when computing a marking set
MppP 1,W q, we 1) search for a place invariant in the matrix S of minimal-
support place invariants that uniquely determines the marking of the place p
(i.e., an invariant whose support contains p and all other places from the sup-
port have already been considered in ancestor recursive calls) and 2) if such
invariant is not found, then we consider only the possible markings of the place
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p up to a bound that is obtained from the invariants in the matrix S and the
vector W . These two optimisations result in a reduction in the scale of several
orders of magnitude in the number of considered ILPs and in correspondingly
much shorter execution time of the convolution algorithm. The caching of values
Gp¨, ¨q computed during the execution was also implemented using the C++11
unordered map.

6.1. Solution of the running example

Let us return to the SPN presented in Section 3.3. While the considered SPN
is in product-form, it is not S-invariant reachable: for example, all markings of
the form pk, 300 ´ k, 250, 120, 0, 0, 0, 0q for 0 ď k ď 300 satisfy the S-invariant
reachability condition (5), while among these markings only the markings with
k equal to a multiple of 10 are reachable. Therefore, the convolution algorithm
cannot be used on this SPN.

We evaluate the proposed method on the SPN shown in Fig. 1, scaling the
initial marking by keeping the number of machines in P2 constant at 300 and
increasing the number of jobs in P4 and P5. For each tested model size, we
compute the average number of tokens in the places and obtain the throughputs
of the transitions. Fig. 3 shows the reachability set cardinality for the tested
models, reaching nearly 300 millions markings. Fig. 4 shows the computed
throughputs of the jobs of the two types. It is interesting to note that the
throughputs of the jobs of type 2 first increase and then start decreasing as the
network becomes more heavily loaded. Fig. 5 shows the computation time: the
proposed method takes less than 10 minutes for each of the tested models.

For the smallest model size, we also performed a simulation-based analysis
using the Petri net tool PIPE2 [45]. The results obtained in 10 minutes had
relatively large 95% confidence intervals for the average place markings. The
exact values (computed by the proposed method) for two places were outside
the confidence intervals reported by the simulation, likely due to the sensitivity
of the simulation on the initial marking.

6.2. Performance comparison

To test performance of the algorithms, we have adapted models from [46].
All models that follow are S-invariant reachable SPNs with finite reachability
sets, with the exception of the Example 3 model (depicted in Fig. 10) which
is S-invariant reachable only for k “ 1. For k ą 1 this SPN is not S-invariant
reachable because place P3 can be marked only with the numbers of tokens
that are multiples of k—so that the reachability set is smaller than the one for
k “ 1—while the matrix of minimal-support S-invariants is the same as in the
case k “ 1; thus in condition 5 only sufficiency (direction ñ) holds. For k ą 1,
the convolution algorithm cannot be used to compute the normalising constant,
while MDD-rec can.

Fig. 6 shows an S-invariant reachable SPN parameterized by n P N and com-
posed of n identical subnets—the first of which contains places P1, P2 and transi-
tions T1, T2—connected in a series. Tokens in places P2k, k “ 1, . . . , n´1 model
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Figure 6: Example 1 SPN.

resources that are reserved by the firing of transitions T2k`1, k “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1,
respectively, and are released by the firing of transitions T2k`2, k “ 1, . . . , n´1,
respectively. The resulting net has 2n places and the same number of tran-
sitions. It was obtained by scaling a variant of the Example 1 net from [46].

Likewise, Fig. 7 shows an S-invariant reachable SPN parameterized by n and
consisting of the same n subnets which in this net compete for central resources
modeled by tokens in place P0. This net has 2n ` 1 places and 2n transitions.
This model was obtained by scaling the Example 2 net from [46].

In order to measure performance of the algorithms, we have run them on the
Example 1 and Example 2 SPNs for n ranging from 5 to 100 with step 5. For
both SPNs, this results in the range of models with reachability set cardinalities
ranging from 252 for n “ 5 to approximately 9.055 ˆ 1058 for n “ 100. In the
MDDs and the convolution algorithm, the SPN places were taken in the order
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Figure 7: Example 2 SPN.

in which they are numbered in the figures. Fig. 8 and 9 contain log-log plots
of the average execution time in seconds (measured over 10 runs) for the MDD
generation, the proposed algorithm MDD-rec and the convolution algorithm, as
functions of the reachability set size |RS|. The error bars, too tight to see on
the plots, represent 95% confidence intervals for the execution time. In both
cases, the time taken for MDD-rec is orders of magnitude lower than the time
taken for the convolution algorithm; this is due to the convolution algorithm
needing to solve many ILPs during execution. The time taken to generate the
MDDs is within an order of magnitude of the time taken for convolution. While
the convolution algorithm and the combined MDD generation + MDD-rec take
a comparable amount of time (note that the y-axis in the plots is logarithmic so
that the time needed for MDD generation can be taken as a good approximation
of the total time needed for MDD generation and MDD-rec), MDD-rec is fully
automatable and applicable to general SPNs while the convolution algorithm
works only on S-invariant reachable SPNs and requires a separate proof of S-
invariant reachability, which to the best of our knowledge in the general case
requires either generating the reachability set or performing a manual proof.

6.3. Sensitivity on the ordering of SPN places

The performance of all three algorithms depends on the order in which the
SPN places are taken. We analyse this sensitivity on the ordering of the places
on the SPN model adapted from Example 3 in [46] and reproduced here in
Fig. 10. This SPN has only 5 places and it is thus possible to systematically
test the performance of the algorithms for all 5! “ 120 possible orderings of the
places. For k “ 1, the SPN is S-invariant reachable.

Fig. 11 shows a plot of the average execution time in seconds (over 10 runs)
for the Example 3 SPN with k “ 1 and n “ 50 with error bars (again too tight
to see on the plots) representing 95% confidence intervals for the execution
time. On the y-axis is the execution time, and on the x-axis are all 120 possible
permutations of places. For clarity, the permutations of places are sorted so
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that the time taken by the convolution algorithm is monotonically increasing
on the plot.

We note that the set of all permutations of the places can be partitioned into
three equivalence classes with regard to the execution time of the convolution
algorithm. These are depicted in Table 1 where class is the set of indices of
the permutations as depicted on the x-axis of Fig. 11, MDD nodes is the
number of nodes in the MDD that encodes the reachability set of the SPN,
and ILPs solved is the number of the ILPs solved during the execution of the
convolution algorithm. The table shows that the number of nodes in the MDD
over which MDD-rec walks (which is equal to the number of values Gp¨, ¨q that
the convolution algorithm computes) is highly sensitive on the ordering of the
SPN places; the same holds for the number of ILPs solved by the convolution
algorithm.
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class MDD nodes ILPs solved

t1, . . . , 24u 157 1479
t25, . . . , 72u 2757 6579
t73, . . . , 120u 5307 72879

Table 1: Classes of place permutations for Example 3 SPN with n “ 50.

As can be expected, the convolution algorithm and MDD-rec are fastest on
the first class which has the lowest number of MDD nodes and are slowest on
the third class with the highest number of MDD nodes. The execution times
obtained for the MDD generation are more variable due to the saturation al-
gorithm generating many intermediate MDDs whose sizes also depend on the
ordering of the places. The MDD generation is in some cases faster and in some
cases slower than the convolution algorithm. Additional measurements show
that for n “ 10 the MDD generation is faster than the convolution algorithm
for all permutations of the places, and for n “ 100 it is slower than the convo-
lution algorithm for all permutations. MDD-rec is faster than both by orders
of magnitude in all cases.

From the above considerations and other more limited experiments, we ex-
pect to find a similar situation for other models as well: performance of all
algorithms will likely vary over orders of magnitude with the permutations of
places, but MDD-rec will always be much faster than the other two algorithms.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the algorithm MDD-rec for computation
of the normalising constant for product-form models with finite state spaces,
based on efficient generation and encoding of the models’ state spaces using
MDDs. The algorithm can be applied for the computation of the stationary
distribution of general product-form models with finite state spaces, although
its main domain of application consists of models expressed in terms of SPNs.

Product-form SPNs are crucial for the performance evaluation of distributed
systems since they are much more expressive than queueing networks, and allow
the modeler to deal with fork-join constructs and batches of jobs or resources.
Therefore, the lack of a general algorithm for their solution has restricted their
application or has lead the performance analysis to rely on expensive and some-
times inaccurate simulations (see Section 6). The main contribution of this work
is the introduction of a novel algorithm, namely MDD-rec, that aims at covering
this gap. In contrast with previous contributions, the application of MDD-rec
does not require any manual proof by the analyst and can be applied to the
entire domain of bounded SPNs in product-form.

A second contribution consists in the introduction of methods for computa-
tion of performance measures for product-form SPNs based on the evaluation of
the normalising constant. These methods are more general than the MVA algo-
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rithm which shares with convolution the requirement of S-invariant reachability
and in addition requires marking-independence of transition firing rates.

Finally, we have implemented the proposed algorithm MDD-rec for SPNs,
compared its performance to the convolution algorithm on two example models,
and analysed sensitivity of the algorithms to the order in which SPN places are
taken during execution on a third model. We find that MDD-rec is much faster
due to the need to solve many ILP feasibility problems during execution of the
convolution algorithm. When the generation of MDDs is also taken into account,
the performance is within an order of magnitude of the convolution algorithm
for the considered models; however, for this last comparison to be fair, we think
that the time taken for execution of convolution should also include the checking
of the S-invariant reachability condition which in general requires generating the
reachability set anyway.

The possible avenues for future work include handling SPNs that have a
product-form over subnets instead of single places, making a detailed compar-
ison of the performance of MVA with the proposed methods for computing
performance measures, testing the proposed methods on a realistic model, and
implementing the methods in a tool for analysis of product-form models.
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Appendix A. Proofs

This appendix contains the proofs of the statements from Sec. 5.

Lemma 5.1. For any S-invariant reachable SPN pP, T , I, O,W,m0q with load
vector V “ Sm0, the following decomposition of the set EpP 1,W q holds for all
subsets P 1 Ď P, arbitrary place p P P 1 and all vectors W , 0 ďW ď V :

EpP 1,W q “
ď

iPMppP 1,W q

“

iep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq
‰

,

where the union is over mutually disjoint sets (i.e., the sets that appear in the
union on the right-hand side define a partition of the set that appears on the
left-hand side). Here ep is a vector of length n with all elements equal to zero
except the p-th element which is equal to one, and Sp is the p-th column of the
matrix S.

Proof. We successively rewrite the set on the right-hand side of the definition
of EpP 1,W q:

EpP 1,W q “ tm : Sm “W and @q P PzP 1,mq “ 0u.

We split this set into the disjoint union over the possible markings of place p,
obtaining

EpP 1,W q “
ď

iPMppP 1,W q

tm : Sm “W and mp “ i and @q P PzP 1,mq “ 0u .

Rewriting m with iep`m1 (where m1 is obtained from m by replacing its p-th
component with 0), we can write the above disjoint union as

ď

iPMppP 1,W q

tiep `m1 : Sm1 “W ´ iSp and m1p “ 0 and @q P PzP 1,m1q “ 0u .

From this, considering the equivalence (recall that p P P 1)

m1p “ 0 and @q P PzP 1,m1q “ 0 ðñ @q P PzpP 1ztpuq,m1q “ 0 ,

we obtain that EpP 1,W q is equal to
ď

iPMppP 1,W q

tiep `m1 : Sm1 “W ´ iSp and @q P PzpP 1ztpuq,m1q “ 0u .

Finally, considering that, by definition (6),

EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq “ tm
1 : Sm1 “W ´ iSp and @q P PzpP 1ztpuq,m1q “ 0u ,

we obtain the union from the lemma statement

EpP 1,W q “
ď

iPMppP 1,W q

“

iep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq
‰

.

Clearly this union is over mutually disjoint sets.
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Lemma 5.2. Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over the renamed potential
reachability set Ŝ “

ś1
i“nt0, . . . , |MipP,V q| ´ 1u with n levels corresponding to

Petri net places encode the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q “ tpφnpmnq, . . . ,

φ1pm1qq P Ŝ : Sm “ V u of an S-invariant reachable stochastic Petri net with
n places, load vector V “ Sm0 and matrix of minimal support S-invariants S.
Assume that a non-terminal node xl.W y on some level greater than 1, l ą 1,
encodes the set SφpPl,W q for a subset of places Pl Ď P and some vector W ,
0 ďW ď V , that is Bpxl.W yq “ SφpPl,W q.

Then there exist nodes on level l´1 that encode sets from the family tSφpPl´1,
W ´ iSlq : i P MlpPl,W qu; denote these nodes with xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy, i P
MlpPl,W q, respectively. The destination nodes of the outgoing arcs of the node
xl.W y are:

xl.W yrφlpiqs “

"

xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy if i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.0y otherwise.

Proof. From the following equalities

SφpPl,W q “
Ť

iPMlpPl,W qpφlpiqqSφpPl´1,W ´ iSlq

“

Bpxl.W yq “
Ť

iPMlpP,V qpφlpiqqBpxl.W yrφlpiqsq

and because φl is an injective function, it easily follows that

Bpxl.W yrφlpiqsq “

"

SφpPl´1,W ´ iSlq if i PMlpPl,W q,
H otherwise.

Therefore there exist nodes on level l ´ 1 that encode the sets from the family
tSφpPl´1,W ´ iSlq : i PMlpPl,W qu; denote these nodes as in the statement of
the lemma and the configuration of the arcs follows.

Proposition 5.1. Structure of an MDD encoding state space of an S-invariant
reachable SPN. Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over the renamed potential
reachability set Ŝ “

ś1
i“nt0, . . . , |MipP,V q| ´ 1u with n levels corresponding to

Petri net places encode the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q “ tpφnpmnq, . . . ,

φ1pm1qq P Ŝ : Sm “ V u of an S-invariant reachable stochastic Petri net with n
places, load vector V “ Sm0 and matrix of minimal support S-invariants S.

Then the structure of the MDD is as follows:

1. The top level n contains a single root node, denoted here with xn.V y, which
encodes the renamed reachability set SφpPn,V q.

2. Levels l P tn´ 1, . . . , 1u each contain exactly the nodes which encode sets
from the family tSφpPl,U ´ iSl`1q : D node on level l ` 1 that encodes
SφpPl`1,Uq and i PMl`1pPl`1,Uqu. A node that encodes the set SφpPl,W q

from this family is denoted with xl.W y.
3. Each non-terminal node xl.W y has exactly |MlpP,V q| outgoing arcs with

destination nodes as follows. For all i PMlpP,V q,

xl.W yrφlpiqs “

$

&

%

xpl ´ 1q.pW ´ iSlqy if l ą 1 and i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.1y if l “ 1 and i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.0y otherwise.
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Proof. Since, by definition, the root node xn.V y is the only node at level n and
it encodes set SφpPn,V q by assumption, statement 1. holds.

We now prove statements 2. and 3. for the lower levels by finite induction,
starting from the level n ´ 1. For n “ 1, statement 2. is trivial and statement
3. can be easily checked by inspection of the decision diagram. In the following
we assume that n ą 1.

Induction base. By applying Lemma 5.2 on the node xn.V y, it follows that
statement 2. holds for level n´ 1 and statement 3. holds for the single node in
level n.

Induction step. Let l P tn ´ 1, . . . , 2u and assume that statement 2. holds for
level l and that statement 3 holds for all nodes in level l ` 1. Applying the
Lemma 5.2 to each of the nodes xl.W y from statement 2. in turn, and noting
that, due to canonicity, same sets cannot be encoded by different nodes, we
obtain that statement 2. holds for level l ´ 1, and that statement 3. holds for
level l.

By induction, statement 2. holds for all levels 1, . . . , n´ 1 and statement 3.
holds for all nodes in all levels 2, . . . , n.

We still need to show that statement 3. holds for all nodes in level l “ 1.
In this case, since Bpx1.W yq “ SφpP1,W q “ tφ1pm1q : m1 PM1pP1,W qu, it is
easy to establish:

xl.W yrφlpiqs “

"

x0.1y if i PMlpPl,W q,
x0.0y otherwise

which concludes the proof.

Proposition 5.2. Computing marking sets. Let pP, T , I, O,W,m0q be an
S-invariant reachable SPN with n places and load vector V “ Sm0. Consider
a nonempty subset P 1 of places, H ‰ P 1 Ď P, place p P P 1 and vector W P Nn
such that 0 ďW ď V .

Then for every i P N, i PMppP 1,W q if and only if the ILP

maximize 0
subject to Sx “W ´ iSp

xq “ 0,@q P PzpP 1ztpuq
xq ě 0,@q P P 1ztpu
x P Zn

(10)

is feasible.

Proof. Let i P N be arbitrary. From the definition (7), we obtain the equivalence

i PMppP 1,W q ðñ Dm P EpP 1,W q such that mp “ i .

By applying Lemma 5.1 to EpP 1,W q, we obtain that the right-hand side of the
above is equivalent to

Dm P
ď

jPMppP 1,W q

“

jep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ jSpq
‰

such that mp “ i .
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From (6), it is clear that all markings in the sets EpP 1ztpu,W ´ jSpq in the
above union have the p-th component equal to 0. From this, we conclude that
the set iep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq, obtained for j “ i, is equal to the set of all
markings from the above union whose p-th component is equal to i. Therefore,
the above is equivalent to

iep ` EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq ‰ H

which is equivalent to
EpP 1ztpu,W ´ iSpq ‰ H .

Using the definition (6) again, we finally obtain that this is equivalent to

Dx P Nn such that Sx “W ´ iSp and @q P PzpP 1ztpuq, xq “ 0 .

It is clear that the last statement is true if and only if the ILP (10) is feasible.

Appendix B. Comparison of MDD-rec algorithm with convolution on
queueing networks

In this section, a class of queueing networks considered in [18] is taken into
consideration and the algorithm MDD-rec proposed in Section 4 is compared
with the convolution algorithm for computation of the normalising constant.

QNs considered here consist of a number of service stations in which a num-
ber of customers is served. State of a QN is a tuple of the numbers of customers
in the stations. After a customer is served at a station, it is probabilistically
routed to some (possibly the same) station. The networks are assumed to be
closed (there are no arrivals of customers into the network and no departures
from the network), single-class and single-chain (there is only a single type of
customers; thus the service times and the routing probabilities are the same for
all customers and do not change), with state-independent customer routing and
with exponential service times.

The (constant) number of customers in the network is denoted with n and
the number of service stations with m. The service time for a customer at
the i-th service station, i P t1, . . . ,mu, is exponentially distributed with mean
paipniqµiq

´1, where ai : t1, 2, . . . , nu Ñ Rą0 is a positive function, µi P Rą0 is a
positive real number, and ni is the number of customers at the i-th station. After
completing the service at the i-th station, the probability that the customer will
require service at the j-th station is given by pij , for i, j P t1, 2, . . . ,mu.

In this case, submodels correspond to the service stations of the queueing
network, thus K “ m, local state spaces Sm, . . . ,S1 of submodels are all equal to
the set t0, . . . , nu and the potential state space Ŝ is equal to the set t0, . . . , num.
In [18], authors define sets

Spl, pq “

#

psl, . . . , s1q P t0, . . . , nu
l :

l
ÿ

k“1

sk “ p

+

, l P t1, . . . ,mu, p P t1, . . . , nu.
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The state space S of the model is then

S “ Spm,nq “

#

psm, . . . , s1q P Ŝ :
m
ÿ

k“1

sk “ n

+

.

Let px1, . . . , xmq P Rmą0 be a real positive solution to the equations

µjxj “
m
ÿ

i“1

µixipij , i, j P t1, . . . ,mu

and let functions Ai : Si Ñ Rą0, i P t1, . . . ,mu be defined with

Aipsq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if s “ 0,
s
ź

j“1

aipjq if s ą 0.

The state probabilities can then be written as a product over the submodels:

P psq “
1

G

m
ź

k“1

xskk
Akpskq

,

which is in product form (1) with functions gk set to

gkpskq “
xskk

Akpskq
, sk P Sk, k P t1, . . . ,mu,

and with the normalising constant G defined by (2).
In the following subsections, the standard convolution algorithm [18] for

computation of the normalising constant for the considered class of QNs is first
recalled and then compared to MDD-rec. By examining the structure of the
MDD encoding the state space of the QN it is shown that the two algorithms
are equivalent in terms of computational complexity and data flow.

B.1. Convolution algorithm for computation of normalising constant for queue-
ing networks

In [18] the authors define

Gpl, pq “
ÿ

sPSpl,pq

l
ź

k“1

gkpskq, l P t1, . . . ,mu, p P t0, . . . , nu.

Clearly, G “ Gpm,nq. The following recurrence relation is then derived:

Gpl, pq “
p
ÿ

i“0

glpiqGpl ´ 1, p´ iq, l P t2, . . . ,mu, p P t1, . . . , nu. (B.1)
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with boundary conditions

Gp1, pq “ g1ppq, p P t1, . . . , nu;
Gpl, 0q “ 1, l P t1, . . . ,mu.

To implement the computation of Gpm,nq that uses the above reccurence re-
lation, one would use a cache table with m rows indexed with 1, . . . ,m and
n ` 1 columns indexed with 0, . . . , n, and store Gpl, pq—once computed—in
the table at position pl, pq. At the start of the algorithm, the table positions
p1, 1q, . . . , p1, nq and p1, 0q, . . . , pm, 0q would be populated with initial values de-
rived from the corresponding boundary conditions, and the algorithm would
proceed by recursively computing Gpm,nq, caching in the table and reusing any
previously computed values Gpl, pq. It is easy to see that such a recursive com-
putation would require Opmn2q applications of the functions gi and the same
number of additions and multiplications and that the data flow of the compu-
tation is defined by (B.1). In the next section, it is shown that MDD-rec is
equivalent to this scheme.

The above computation can be reordered in order to minimize the recursion
depth and/or space complexity of the algorithm. This is what the authors in [18]
do by exploiting the fact that in the reccurence relation (B.1) term Gpl, pq is
expressed using terms Gpl´1, 0q, . . . , Gpl´1, pq (where the first parameter is al-
ways lower by 1) to reorder the computation so that only two neighbouring rows
of the cache table need to be stored at any one time: first Gp2, 1q, . . . , Gp2, nq
are computed from the initial values (stored in the first row) and stored in the
second row of the cache table, then Gp3, 1q, . . . , Gp3, nq are computed using the
values in the second row and so on. While this lowers the space complexity of
the algorithm, the data flow and the needed number of operations are the same
as in the computation described above. In the next section, it is shown that the
proposed recursion on the MDD encoding S can be equivalently reordered so
that labels Lp¨q from the algorithm MDD-rec 1 need to be stored for only two
neighbouring levels of the MDD at any one time.

B.2. Comparison of MDD-rec with the convolution algorithm for queueing net-
works

In this subsection it is assumed that the MDD encoding the state space
S of the QN model from the considered class is available, and that the nodes
encoding the empty sets have been removed from this MDD, as remarked at the
end of Section 4.1.

Lemma B.2.1. Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over Ŝ “ t0, 1, . . . , num

with m levels corresponding to the QN service stations encode the state space
S “ tpsm, . . . , s1q P Ŝ :

řm
k“1 sk “ nu of a closed queueing network with m

service stations and n customers. Assume that a non-terminal node xl.py on a
level greater than 1, l ą 1 encodes the set Spl, pq for some p P t0, . . . , nu, that
is Bpxl.pyq “ Spl, pq.
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Then there exist nodes on level l´1 that encode the sets Spl´1, 0q, . . . ,Spl´
1, pq; denote these nodes with xpl´ 1q.0y, . . . , xpl´ 1q.py, respectively. The node
xl.py has n` 1 outgoing arcs with destination nodes as follows:

xl.pyris “

"

xpl ´ 1q.pp´ iqy if p ě i,
x0.0y otherwise.

Proof. From the following equalities

Spl, pq “
Ťp
i“0piqSpl ´ 1, p´ iq

“
Bpxl.pyq “

Ťn
i“0piqBpxl.pyrisq

it easily follows that

Bpxl.pyrisq “
"

Spl ´ 1, p´ iq if i P t0, . . . , pu,
H if i P tp` 1, . . . , nu.

Therefore, there exist nodes on level l´1 that encode the sets Spl´1, 0q, . . . ,Spl´
1, pq; we denote these nodes as in the statement of the Lemma and the config-
uration of the arcs follows. Note that these p ` 1 sets are all different (due to
canonicity, there can be no duplicate nodes among these p` 1 nodes).

Proposition B.2.1. Structure of the MDD encoding the state space of a QN.
Let an ordered quasi-reduced MDD over Ŝ “ t0, 1, . . . , num with m levels corre-
sponding to the QN service stations encode the state space S “ tpsm, . . . , s1q P
Ŝ :

řm
k“1 sk “ nu of a closed queueing network with m service stations and n

customers.
Then the structure of the MDD is as follows:

1. The top level m contains a single root node, denoted here with xm.ny,
which encodes the set Spm,nq.

2. Levels l P tm ´ 1, . . . , 1u each contain exactly n ` 1 nodes, denoted here
with xl.0y, . . . , xl.ny, which encode the sets Spl, 0q, . . . ,Spl, nq, respectively.

3. Each non-terminal node xl.py, l ą 0 has n` 1 outgoing arcs with destina-
tion nodes as follows:

@i P t0, . . . , nu, xl.pyris “

$

&

%

xpl ´ 1q.pp´ iqy if l ą 1 and p ě i,
x0.1y if l “ 1 and p “ i,
x0.0y otherwise.

Proof. Since, by definition, root node xm.ny is the only node at level m and it
encodes the set S “ Spm,nq by assumption, statement 1. holds.

We now prove statements 2. and 3. for the lower levels by finite induction,
starting from the level m´ 1. For m “ 1, statement 2. is trivial and statement
3. can be easily checked by inspection of the decision diagram. In the following
we assume that m ą 1.
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Induction base. By applying Lemma B.2.1 to node xm.ny, it follows that state-
ment 2. holds for level m´ 1 and statement 3. holds for the single node in level
m.

Induction step. Let l P tm ´ 1, . . . , 2u and assume that statement 2. holds for
level l and that statement 3 holds for all nodes in level l ` 1. Applying the
Lemma B.2.1 to each of the nodes xl.0y, . . . , xl.ny from statement 2. in turn,
and noting that, due to canonicity, same sets cannot be encoded by different
nodes, we obtain that statement 2. holds for level l ´ 1, and that statement 3.
holds for level l.

By induction, statement 2. holds for all levels 1, . . . ,m´ 1 and statement 3.
holds for all nodes in all levels 2, . . . ,m.

We still need to show that statement 3. holds for all nodes in level l “ 1. In
this case, since Bpx1.pyq “ Sp1, pq “ tpu, it is easy to establish:

xl.pyris “

"

x0.1y if p “ i,
x0.0y otherwise

which concludes the proof.

From the just established structure of the MDD encoding the state space of
a QN model and from the definition of the mass of an MDD node it follows that

Mpx1.pyq “ g1ppq “ Gp1, pq, p P t1, . . . , nu,
Mpxl.0yq “ 1 “ Gpl, 0q, l P t1, . . . ,mu,

and from the recurrence relation for the mass of the MDD node and the structure
of the MDD it is easy to obtain:

Mpxl.pyq “
p
ÿ

i“0

glpiqMpxpl ´ 1q.pp´ iqyq, l P t2, . . . ,mu, p P t1, . . . , nu.

which, after identifying Mpxl.pyq “ Gpl, pq, is equivalent to the recurrence rela-
tion (B.1). Thus, the data flow of MDD-rec is equivalent to the data flow of the
convolution algorithm for the considered class of QNs. Furthermore, the com-
putational complexity of these two algorithms is the same: Opmn2q applications
of the functions gi and the same number of multiplications and additions. As
with the convolution for QNs, if the computations of the masses of nodes are
reordered so that the masses are computed from the bottom level upwards, the
labels Lp¨q need to be stored only for two neighbouring levels at any one time.
We stress again that the above considerations of the computational complexity
do not take into account the generation and storage of the MDD itself.

Because the state spaces of the considered class of QNs are simply the sets
Spm,nq, it makes no sense in practice to generate the MDD encoding of the state
space and run the proposed algorithm MDD-rec—the convolution algorithm is
perfectly adequate and more efficient, both in time and space.
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